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Tables made with a curved natural aluminium 
sheet. 

Finish:

- matt painted aluminium X059

- matt painted white X053

- gloss painted white X060.

Outdoor use

The table is also suitable for outdoor.
Any material left outside, even if properly treated, 
can have superficial molecular and colour changes 
during its lifetime. Of course, the amount of 
alterations is directly related to the amount of 
exposure to weather and to the geographical area 
(for ex., high humidity and/or salinity). Regular 
maintenance, for instance periodic cleaning with 
water, increase resistance to corrosion.

Besides assuring the lateral and longitudinal 
stability of the tables, the reinforcement 
beams (in height 70 mm with tables to 240 cm 
and in height 95 mm with larger sizes) and the 
supporting L-shaped profiles make it possible 
to have pieces of different thicknesses 
according to size, thus further improving them 
visually: in 80 cm wide tables the aluminium 
thickness is 5 mm, in the 90 cm wide tables 
the aluminium thickness is 6 mm.

Height 73 cm. Maximum length 4.40 m

Please note: the design of the table and the 
peculiarity of the bending in the aluminium 
sheet produce structural curvatures in the 
tabletop both in length and transversally. Such 
curvatures are a specific feature to the table.

For further information about specs, please 
refer to the technical section at the end of 
the price list (tables of materials/colours).

Diagram of supporting elements

TOP DIMENSIONS

Example:

Max. overall 
dims cm top dims cm

80 x 228 80 x 220
80 x 248 80 x 240
90 x 288 90 x 280
90 x 328 90 x 320
90 x 368 90 x 360
90 x 408 90 x 400
90 x 448 90 x 440
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The columns indicating the finish, now mention both the product code and the material sample code (X…).
NB: the scheme at the beginning of the pricelist summarizes both codes per product.




